
Funders want our funding to make the best differences to (vulnerable) people and 
communities in Scotland. But we are not always able to do that because the projects we (want 
to) fund are not always designed or delivered in a way that is informed by good evidence. Or 

because the context in which we fund  policy-making or practice by others (such as Government 

4.3		 Logic	model	for	funders’	policy	and	practice	influence
   Situation / the problem we want to solve (why funders want to influence policy and practice) 
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Activities Outcomes

Funder staff Work with funded 
projects / practitioners 

to pull together and 
share evidence with 

others (e.g. policy 
makers)

Create good practice 
briefing notes 

for projects and 
practitioners

Understand better ‘what works’

Have improved / more 
participative policy-making 

processes

Make better evidence-informed decisions 
about funding to make a positive difference

Better understand when to innovate and 
when to fund existing interventions

Design activities or services that are more 
informed by evidence

Are better able to implement 
policy effectively

Have improved systems for reviewing / 
evaluating existing practice

Have improved skills that deliver ‘what works’

Are better able 
to ‘scale up’ or 
develop ‘what 

works’

Achieve our mission

Everyone better 
understands and 
values the voice 
or experience of 
people and com-

munities

Services meet 
needs more  
effectively

Are better able to sustain 
activities or services that 
achieve positive results

Have improved systems for 
reviewing / evaluating existing 

policy

Are better able to identify and meet 
gaps in needPeople who 

make  
POLICY

People who 
deliver 

PRACTICE

Funders 
ourselves

(Write and) 
disseminate reports, 

briefings, case studies

Design funding 
programmes based  

on learning

Activities to support 
projects to share good 
practice peer-to-peer

Explicit funding of 
activities to change 
practice or policy

Contribute to 
Parliamentary receptions

Organise MSP / officials’ 
visits to projects  

(‘seeing is believing’)

Produce material for social 
media / mainstream media 
(e.g. blogs, vlogs, podcasts)

Take part in working or 
advisory groups

Acknowledge / promote 
learning from ‘failure’

Build alliances with  
other influences

Present at conferences /  
events / one-to-one 

meetings

Respond to consultations /  
Scottish Parliament 

evidence calls

Analyse projects’ 
reports

Commission evidence 
reviews / research 
on good practice / 

evaluations

Gather info from 
Parliamentary debates / 

groups / policy docs

Activities to gather 
views / experiences 

of people and 
communities and 
ensure voices are 

heard

Fund projects to 
generate evidence / 

pilots to test things in 
practice

Project 
reports

Funders’ 
board

Other 
existing 

evidence

Funded 
projects

Relationships  
with partners /  

other 
agencies

Funder  
infrastructure  
e.g. database

Time

Skills

Money

or other organisations working in the same field) gets in the way and stops us achieving the best 
outcomes. Or because we ourselves as funders do not/are unable to make decisions informed  
by evidence.

Inputs

Short to medium-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes


